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Sample and method

• 118 interviews were carried out between 1st – 4th February 2010, with customers in the 

Granada area who had contacted the Help Scheme during the period after DSO1.

• No quotas were set for age or gender, however the total sample broke down as follows:

– Under 75: 48%

– 75 or over: 42%

– No age recorded: 9%

– Male 57%, female 43%

• 84% of respondents were eligible for free help

•
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• The interviews were carried out by eaga using a questionnaire designed by the Futures 

Company and the results captured using a web-based interface.

• The questionnaire covered three main areas:

– The respondents’ awareness and understanding of DSO and its implications for them during 

summer 2009 prior to DSO1

– Their reasons for contacting the SHS when they did, and for not contacting it earlier

– Aspects of their lives and personal circumstances which may have contributed to them being slow 

to contact the SHS



Awareness of switchover during summer 2009

• The majority of respondents (92%) say they were aware of switchover at this 

stage

• However, for almost 60% of the respondents there were issues about their 

understanding of how it would affect them:

25%

30%
27%
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5%

12%

1%

I didn’t think it would affect me 

I didn’t think the 

Switchover would 

happen 

I thought I was 

already digital 
I didn’t think 

everyone had 

to go digital 

I thought it 

might affect me 

but I didn’t 

know how

I thought that I 

would need to buy 

a digi-box / new TV 

/ other equipment 

I didn’t know 

whether if it 

would affect 

me or not

Source: The Futures Company/ eaga survey, February 2010; sample = 118



Awareness of switchover during summer 2009

• The main contacts that people had spoken to about switchover were family 

(25%) and friends (12%), but over half (55%) say that they had not spoken to 

anyone about switchover at this stage.

25%

12%

A family member

A friend or neighbour

Who did you talk to about the Switchover at this stage?
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3%

3%

3%

1%

6%

55%

A carer

A local community organisation

e.g. lunch club, church, Age Concern

Local shop keeper, hairdresser or post office

Doctor, nurse or other health provider

Other, please specify

No one

Source: The Futures Company/ eaga survey, February 2010; sample = 118



Awareness of switchover during summer 2009
• Leaflets through the post, broadcast media and press were the most common sources of 

information – less than 4% had been present at a roadshow or presentation to a local 

organisation

• A significant minority (24%) did not mention any of these sources of information as having 

been helpful

6%

41%

19%

Radio chat show

TV advert

TV programme

Were there any other sources of information you found helpful?
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19%

37%

19%

3%

0%

3%

1%

3%

24%

TV programme

Information sent through the post

Newspaper articles

Websites

Switchover roadshows

Presentations at a local organisation

(e.g. lunch club, church, Age Concern)

Outdoor media e.g. billboards

Other, please specify

None

Source: The Futures Company/ eaga survey, February 2010; sample = 118



Contact with the Switchover Help Scheme
• 68% of respondents say that they were aware of the SHS during summer 2009. The main 

source of information for this was information received through the post (83%)

• Very few had been to a roadshow (2%) and a significant minority (8%) said that they had 

not seen any information about the SHS

• For those who were already aware of the SHS, BBC2 stopping working was the most 

common prompt to make contact

26%This was the first time I had heard about SHS

What was most important in prompting you to contact the Help Scheme when you did?
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18%

16%

16%

9%

7%

5%

2%

BBC 2 stopped working

Someone told me that I needed to get new equipment

My TV / one of my TVs wasn’t working properly 

(not just lost BBC2)

Someone I know used the Help Scheme

Someone I know gave me a phone number for SHS

I was waiting to see what would happen

Someone on the radio talked about SHS

Source: The Futures Company/ eaga survey, February 2010; sample = 118



Respondents who were already aware of the SHS mention a wide 

variety of reasons why they did not contact it earlier

I wasn’t sure if I would need any new equipment

I didn’t understand what the Help Scheme offered

I didn’t get round to applying for it

I thought I would deal with it myself

I thought I was already digital

I didn’t want new equipment (any earlier than I had to) 

I didn’t realise I could use it for my second TV

Why didn't you use the Help Scheme earlier? (if already aware of SHS)

19%

12%

11%

8%

7%

7%

7%
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• Other reasons offered by respondents included health problems and moving home

• When asked about which of these is most important, the most common reasons are:

– I wasn’t sure if I would need any new equipment: 21%

– I didn’t get round to applying for it: 18%

– I didn’t understand what the Help Scheme offered: 10%

I didn’t realise I could use the Help Scheme for free

I was worried about calling the SHS to talk about the DSO

I didn’t feel that I knew enough about the Help Scheme

I didn’t think that the Help Scheme was for people like me

I thought a friend or family would help me with it

I didn’t believe the Switchover would happen

Source: The Futures Company/ eaga survey, February 2010; those already aware of SHS = 85

6%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%



Additional background on respondents and their use of 

the Switchover Help Scheme

• 84% of respondents were eligible for free help 

• 46% used the SHS for a primary set; 54% for a secondary set

• 33% live alone, 41% with one other adult and 23% with two or more adults in the 
household

• 45% are council tenants, 4% live in sheltered housing

• 14% have a proper conversation with someone once or twice a week or less

• Significant numbers have experienced major life events in the last year:

– 10% have been bereaved

– 8% have had a serious illness
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– 8% have had a serious illness

– 10% have experienced a hospital stay

– 3% have moved home

– 6% are living independently for the first time

• 18-24% are happy to say that get help with day to day activities (washing, cooking, 
cleaning, shopping, getting out and about)

• Over 10% get help with managing their money and paying bills

• 62% of the sample say that have some form of disability or long-term illness. For the 

majority this takes the form of a physical disability, but 10% have some form of mental 

health issue or learning difficulties.

Source: The Futures Company/ eaga survey, February 2010; sample = 118



Attitudinal profile of respondents compared with a 

representative sample of over 65 year olds

34%

49%

28%

10%

27%

There is so much choice today I sometimes can’t 

make a decision

I just don’t understand new technology

I don’t know much about the public services 

DSHS customers Representative sample aged 65+

% agree strongly with each statement
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28%

42%

53%

57%

53%

7%

3%

69%

17%

44%

I don’t know much about the public services 

available to me in my area

I tend to live for today and let tomorrow care for itself

I’m never late in paying my bills

I like to follow a well organised routine

It’s important to keep learning new things 

throughout your life

Source: The Futures Company/ eaga survey, February 2010, sample = 118:

The Futures Company PCC survey 2009, sample = 436
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